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The Editor-in-Chief and Publisher have retracted this article due to concerns relating to the validity of several figures:

-   **Figure 2A** and **B**. The two bands used to represent *TaVP* expression in 0hr & 12hr high salinity and 0hr & 12hr drought treatments in root tissue appear to be duplicates, as are the three tubulin bands used as controls for root tissue and leaf tissue

-   **Figure 3A**. *TaVP* expression. The same control band has been used nine different times to represent all eight lines and the WT control.

-   Additionally both figures mentioned above have been individually constructed from different gels/blots. Journal policy requires this should have been made explicit in the construction of the figure (i.e. by using dividing lines or spaces) and in the figure legend.

The *Journal* applied forensic image analysis to verify the above irregularities, and also obtained advice from experts in the field. It is felt that the falsification of these images raises sufficient doubt over subsequent interpretations of data reported in the paper and as such the decision has been taken to retract.
